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I. INTRODUCTION
You could call it college's first sexual taboo in print. You could call it the
formula for revolutionizing the way you look at yourself and your sex life. You
could call it the most controversial advice you'll probably ever get from a column
in a college newspaper.
Since the first college sex advice column debuted in 1997 in The Daily
Californian, the University of California-Berkeley student newspaper, sex
columns have proliferated and spread to college newspapers across the country.
New York University, Yale University, Boston College, Oregon State University
and even the University of South Florida in Tampa are among the higher
education institutes whose student newspapers have printed sex columns in
recent years. Some journalists have attributed the trend to the popularity of
HBO's "Sex in the City," a show whose main character, Carrie Bradshaw, makes
her living as a sex advice columnist (Hoover, Marklein). They might draw this
connection because of the fact that most sex columnists who write for college
newspapers are young women.
Sex columnists are hailed as the sexperts on campus, giving tips to
readers curious about foreplay, the best ways to make partners orgasm and
whether to spit or swallow during oral sex. They also answer readers' questions
about sexual guilt, ponder in writing whether a connection exists between sex
and love, and report their observations from trips to sex toy shops. But most of
all, these sex scribes tell readers what they can to do differently to have better
sex.
By providing a forum in which sex can be discussed openly, it seems
college newspaper sex columnists have filled a need that may not be satisfied by
discussing sex with friends or learning about sex from biology lectures. But while
sex columns do encourage communication and thinking about sex, many of them
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perpetuate the popular worldviews of humanity and sexuality as being primarily
physical realities, not realities that have both corporeal and incorporeal essences
and meanings.
When one analyzes the values with which many college newspaper sex
columns are written, it appears the columnists are not telling readers how to do
sex or to view sex differently at all. Their focus on the physical experience of sex
illustrates what will be called the sexual liberation framework in this thesis. This
framework contains values that define humanity and sexuality in certain ways. As
will be shown in this thesis, sex columns often portray humans exclusively as
objects of pleasure and desire, not as the complex beings that they are. In the
same vein, the columns tend to treat sex exclusively as a physical experience,
not as one that involves and affects humans' unseen characteristics, such as
their minds, hearts and emotions. The sexual liberation framework and the sex
columns on which it is based also tend to lack a moral framework. In treating sex
and morality as separate entities, the columnists seem to exclude thoughtful
discussions about the effects of one's actions, which are important to consider
when addressing human relationships. The columns also tend to treat love and
sex separately.
In addition, this thesis will introduce the spiritual liberation framework,
an alternative set of values with which sex columns could be written. The values
in this framework include the views of humans as both physical and non-physical
beings and of sex as both a physical and a non-physical experience. The
framework is also characterized by a moral system, the purpose of which is to
guide decisions regarding sexual relationships. The moral system will draw from
the traditions of Roman Catholicism, Judaism and Islam, not because the author
of this thesis means to impose th ese religious values on the readers, but
because of the comprehensive ways these faiths treat humanity and sexuality.
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The meaning of sexuality is rooted in the meaning of humanity

What is the meaning and purpose of human life? The question has been
pondered not only by philosophers but also by most ordinary humans at some
point in their lives. The answer to the question -whether determined by the
individual, by religion or something else- can be seen as underlying the
meaning of everything the individual does. The answer can be considered the
reason one lives one's life in a certain way, and as the reason behind one's
choices; choices about occupations, where to live and whom to form
relationships with.
How is the meaning of humanity connected to the meaning of sexuality?
Once one defines the former, it can illuminate the significance of the latter. For
example, if one believes the meaning of his life is to love others, this self-concept
could then affect how he lives and expresses his sexuality. Driven by this
meaning , one may then form loving sexual relationships. But if one believes he
lives his life to love only himself, then the meaning of his sexual relationships
could likely mirror his self-meaning.
Sexuality is an aspect of humanity that deeply involves both the self and
others. The individual alone is a sexual being who experiences sexual desire.
Although one can express this desire by oneself, the longing to express it with a
partner seems innate in sexual desire. Perhaps this is because the nature of
sexual intercourse, according to the traditional definition of the male penis
penetrating the female vagina, is the coming together of two beings.
It is important to define the two terms that will be used most in this thesis
to describe both humans and sex. When humans are described as physical, it is
meant that they are material or corporeal, and that they have physical bodies
with physical needs. When they are described as spiritual, it is meant that they
are not only physical, but also have immaterial qualities, such as their

....
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personalities, minds, beliefs, morals and consciences. It is meant that humans
are animated by something that cannot be seen, and that there is more to the
human than the physical body. It is also meant that humans have non-physical
needs as well as physical ones. When sex is described as a physical
experience, it is meant that it is an experience focused on the senses and on
bodily desires and pleasures. When sex is described as a spiritual experience, it
is meant that sex is an experience that involves and affects both the physical and
the non-physical essences of humans. In other words, the spiritual incorporates
the physical and enhances it by recognizing the meaning beyond what can be
experienced through the senses.

II. THE SEXUAL LIBERATION FRAMEWORK
The meaning of humanity in the sexual liberation framework
The idea of what it means to be human is the foundation of the sexual
liberation framework. After analyzing many of the most popular sex columns that
have appeared in college newspapers, it seems as though college newspaper
sex columnists portray humans almost exclusively as physical objects who seek
physical pleasure. Columnists tend to describe humans as being primarily
motivated by the desire for physical pleasure.
Yvonne K. Fulbright writes the "Sexpert Tells All" advice column for the
Washington Square News at New York University, and has a master's degree in
human sexuality from the University of Pennsylvania. She defined humans as
primarily sexual, saying that their moods, mindsets, exp eriences and other
aspects of being affect their sex lives. "People usually (see sex) as a bio-psychosocial (experience), and unfortunately with that, I think most people fail to
recognize we are sexual beings first and foremost. They say, 'Here's my
sexuality, here's my sex life, and here 's the rest of my life over here.' People

.........___
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think it can be compartmentalized. People don't seem to see it's all intertwined"
(Fulbright, Y.K. Telephone interview. 28 Feb. 2005).
Sari Eitches, 21, who writes a weekly column for The Daily Californian at
the University of California, Berkeley, said the meaning of humanity and sexuality
is subjective. "I would think that sexuality is definitely an aspect of people's
personalities, but I don't think that it's the primary aspect for everyone at all ,"
Eitches said. "I think there are very sexual people whose sexuality permeates
everything they do. But (for) some people it doesn't really come up. If you look at
sexuality as a part of a person's character, it may or may not be a major part"
(Eitches, S. Telephone interview. 11 March 2005).
But after analyzing Eitches' columns, it seems she sees humans as
primarily egocentric when it comes to sex. In a Jan. 24, 2005 column entitled, "Be
a Better Bedder," Eitches suggested good lovers were giving lovers. But her
definition of "giving" was self-centered: "Good lovers occasionally whisper
'Tonight's all about you, ' in their unsuspecting partner's ear, then insist on giving
a full body massage- with a 'happy ending .' Then they go to sleep without being
compensated for their troubles, resting assured that inside of 72 hours it'll all be
paid back- with interest." This suggests an egocentric type of giving that
proposes lovers should not give for the sake of giving, but should give with the
expectation of getting something back.

The meaning of sex in the sexual liberation framework
The idea of what sex means is the second component of this framework.
Defining the meaning of sex involves asking and answering the following
questions: (1) What is sex? (2) What is the purpose of sex? and (3) What are the
effects of sex?

'
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How sex is defined in the sexual liberation framework
Since it is assumed that being human means being exclusively physical
and as seeking physical pleasure for oneself, it is then assumed that sex -a
relationship between physical beings - is also exclusively a physical experience.
Kathy Greaves, an Oregon State University professor who wrote the "Ask Doctor
Sex" column for the Oregon State Daily Barometer from 1998 to 2005, wrote that
to explain what sex is, she had to explain what sex is not limited to. According to
Greaves, sex is not limited to vaginal-penile sex; it also includes sexual acts such
as oral sex, anal sex, manual genital stimulation and mutual masturbation.
"If we view sex as penile-vaginal intercourse, that suggests [these other]
sexual experiences ... are somehow less real, less important or less sexually
satisfying," Greaves wrote. "So, essentially I think sex is anything you want it to
be. If it sexually arouses you, it must be sex in some fashion " ("Learning the ins
and outs of sex").
Greaves did not suggest the possibility that sex is not only a physical and
emotional experience, but also a spiritual one. While she said that sex is not
limited to vaginal-penile sex, she did not say that sex is not limited to a purely
physical act. It seems that viewing sex only in terms of the physical suggests that
the human person's soul and the spiritual experience of sex are, in Greaves'
words, "somehow less real, less important or less sexually satisfying."
The writings of New York University sex columnist Fulbright also suggest
that sex is exclusively a physical act. When responding to a reader who asked if
she lost her virgin ity by masturbating, Fulbright answered the question only in
terms of the physical.
"If you come from a cu lture that defines your virginity by the presence of a
hymen, and this is something that is important to you (and your partner), you
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should be careful in penetrating your vagina with your fingers or an object,"
Fulbright wrote ("Have we lost that special something?").
Many college newspaper sex columnists give advice only on physical
sexual technique and on what readers can do to enhance the physical pleasure
of sex and other sexual acts. UC Berkeley sex columnist Eitches recommended
sexual techniques drawn from Tantra. Although she described Tantra as "an
ancient Indian philosophy emphasizing the spiritual side of sex," all the advice
she gave was meant to enhance the physical pleasure of sex. "The holy grail of
Tantra, an energy orgasm, is felt throughout the body and can last over an hour,"
Eitches wrote. "To achieve this, focus on circulating sexual energy from your
genitals up through the midline energy centers (Chakras) of your navel, heart,
throat, eyes and finally the crown of your head. Experiment with meditation,
visualizing energy traveling through your Chakras, muscle contraction , rhythmic
thrusting and slow deliberate breathing in sync with your partner. This may sound
like a lot of work but after time it will become intuitive. Did I mention it could last
over an hour?" ("Sex on Tuesday: Make Mine a Double").
Sex columnist Greaves of the Oregon State Daily Barometer gave readers
advice on the areas of the body most sensitive to touch in one of her columns:
"On the female, the clitoris is the most sensitive part of her body ... other areas of
the body that are highly sensitive to touch ... include the perineum (the space
between the base of the vagina and the anal opening), the nipples and the anal
rim ," Greaves wrote. As for males, Greaves wrote that the rim around the head of
the penis, the testicles, perineum, nipples and anal rim are particularly sensitive.
"Do with them what you will," she wrote ("Ask Doctor Sex: Relief is spelled M-AS-T-U-R-B-A-T -1-0-N").
Few columnists view sex as an act that affects one 's mind, emotions,
heart or soul and therefore focus on the physical experience of sex. Some
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columnists touch on the role of emotions in sex, but do not delve any deeper than
that. When a reader asked Washington Square News (New York University) sex
columnist Fulbright whether emotional intimacy could develop in a relationship
after being physically intimate, Fulbright addressed the role emotions play in sex
with simplistic advice: "Emotional intimacy is what most will agree distinguishes
good sex from amazing sex. If you're having trouble being emotionally intimate
with your partner, a number of things could be going on," she wrote. Fulbright
then went on to list a handful of factors that she thought could impede emotional
intimacy between sex partners, such as fatigue, depression, stress, being hung
up on a past love and being uninterested in the partner and/or the relationship.
"Let yourself like your lover and the idea of him or her more," Fulbright advised
("Ain't nothing yucky about yuks in bed," "One of these days").

The purpose of sex in the sexual liberation framework
It is assumed in this framework that the purpose of sex is physical
pleasure and satisfaction exclusively for oneself. When a female reader asked
Daily Barometer (Oregon State University) sex columnist Greaves what to do
about a low sex drive, Greaves wrote, "Many couples experience what you're
experiencing. One partner has a very low sex drive in comparison to the other
and the one with the low sex drive wishes it were higher- not to please their
partner, but to please themselves ..." ("Getting that sex drive back in gear").
Similarly, Washington Square News (New York University) sex columnist
Fulbright encouraged a female reader to practice Kegel exercises- repeated
tightening of the vaginal muscle that women use to stop urinating - so the reader
could experience better, stronger orgasms during sex ( "Pierced clits can burst
dams," "Kegels R Kewl").
Further, Daily Californian (UC Berkeley) sex columnist Eitches wrote that
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being preoccupied with a sexual partner's pi easure could impede one's own
pleasure when one received oral sex ("Sex on Tuesday: Heading South"). In
another column, Eitches wrote that "rebound" sex- casual sex with a new
partner after one breaks up with an old partner- is "better than any ordinary onenight stand because you'd forgotten how great it feels to be more concerned
about your own pleasure than that of whoever's between your thighs" ("Sex on
Tuesday: Who Do You Screw?").
When one's own physical pleasure is seen as the primary purpose of sex,
it is then easy to see sex as being acceptable in any relationship, casual or
committed. Sex columnists present sex that happens in casual and short-term
relationships as normal and healthy, while they rarely write about sex in
committed or long-term relationships.
Sex in marriage relationships is almost never mentioned , and it seems
that when it is, it is presented negatively. In a sex column addressing a reader's
guilt about having pre-marital sex, Daily Barometer (Oregon State University)
columnist Greaves wrote," ... having the 'no sex before marriage' message
drilled into your head for years could very likely make it difficult to immediately
enjoy sex after the marriage vows are spoken" ("To be or not to be: premarital
promiscuity").
In an article Daily Cal (UC Berkeley) columnist Eitches wrote about
"swinging," or relationships in which partners are allowed to sleep with others,
she presented readers as being terrified of marriage because they don't want to
pledge to have sex with only one person for the rest of their lives ("Sex on
Tuesday: Swinging in the Rain"). In the same column, Eitches wrote about a
swinging, married couple she interviewed at the Third Annual Swingers Ball in
San Jose:
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"I asked if (swinging) was to avoid having affairs. 'Oh no ' the wifey
replied , borderline offended. 'Swinging is the opposite of cheating. It is
honest and enriches our marriage instead of tearing it apart.' By this
definition, extramarital sex is adultery only when lied about. You cheat
when you break a commitment, but if the commitment is to love each other
exclusively but allow guest appearances in the sack, perhaps you 're less
likely to ever cheat" ("Sex on Tuesday: Swinging in the Rain").
Because the purpose of sex in this framework is defined as the sexual
pleasure of the self, then it follows that the columnists present sex as divorced
from love. Love in this thesis will be defined as caring about others more than
oneself. It means recognizing oneself, one's partner and all humans as being
more than physical beings to be used for one's own pleasure and gratification. It
me~ns

desiring one's partner in ways that are not merely phy~ical. It means

seeing one's partner not as an object to be used, but as a person to be loved
(West 26).
While it is a fact that sex can and does happen without love, none of the
columnists explore this phenomenon in depth. None takes a critical look at the .
results of sex without love and sex with love. One columnist pondered whether
there was a connection between the two and wheth er love was necessary for
sex, but did not come to any solid conclusions.
Natalie Krinsky, a Yale University graduate who wrote the "Sex and the
(Elm) City" column for the Yale Daily News from 2001 to 2002, wrote about sex
and love in an April 2002 column . She said she had treated sex and love as
separate entities in her columns, then outlined the differences she saw between
sex and love. Sex is humourous, she wrote , while love is not. There are many
jokes about sex, while there don't seem to be any about love. Krinsky also said
that sex seems to inspire all sorts of weird fetishes , while love "does not make us
bark like a dog or want to use whips" ("What's love got to do, got to do with it?"
What was most notable in Krinsky's article was her final reflection:
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"I don't mean for this last column of the year to go off on the philosophical
deep end, or even to ask you to question yourselves or your souls ... I
merely ask that every once in a while, when you are getting laid , or
thinking about getting laid , or hoping to get laid, you think about love. And
when you find it, you clue me in on how exactly you were able to do so.
Perhaps give us all a little insight into what makes that person 'the one,' or
the one for right now. Also tell me how the sex is. It might be interesting to
discover what happens when sex and love meet halfway" ("What's love go
to do, got to do with it?").
It seemed that Krinsky had hit one of the walls of the sexual liberation
framework and had begun to question the framework's values, even if only
slightly. Yet when she wrote that she didn't want to tell students to "question
themselves or their souls," it seemed that she had backed up into the middle of
the sexual liberation framework. She seemed afraid that if she challenged
readers to question the sexual liberation foundation on which her columns were
built, then the whole house would come tumbling down. Krinsky wou ld have been
left looking foolish for building her columns on these values.
After reading these sex columns, it is apparent that columnists present sex
as having no spiritual, or non-physical implications. The effects of sex are
described fn exclusively physical term s. This makes it easy for sex columnists to
present sex as being divorced from love .

The effects of sex in the sexual liberation framework
Because sex is assumed to be a physical experience with little or no
spiritual significance, then it is also assumed that sex has only physical
consequences. Sex co lumnists common ly say the physical results of sex can
include the following: orgasm and increased sexual pleasure for the self on the
positive side, and on the negative side, unwanted pregnancy, contraction of
sexually transmitted diseases, not experiencing orgasms or satisfactory sexual
pleasure, and possible embarrassment over poor sexual performance.
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sex columnists therefore advise readers on only the physical
consequences of sex- mainly how to maximize the positive physical
consequences and minimize or eliminate the negative ones. Again, columnists
focus on different sexual techniques that they say increase the physical pleasure
of sex. In addition, they often write about the use of contraceptives, which
columnists say can eliminate the negative results of sex (pregnancy, sexually
transmitted diseases, etc.) The writers present an underlying assumption that
using condoms or other contraceptives during sex makes sex more pleasurable.
Columnists rarely address the emotional consequences of sex, and when
they do, they do so either in superficial ways or from a selfish, "get what you
want" point of view. In a column addressing the concerns of a female reader who
was sleeping with two men and could not decide between them, Washington
Square News (New York University) sex columnist Fulbright said only for the
reader to beware while playing in this "emotional minefield," and to make sure the
reader protected herself and the two men emotionally and sex-wise. But Fulbright
added that "it might be a good idea, at this point, while you're determining the
better match, to keep this up and work it to your advantage." This advice
contradicts Fulbright's admonition for the reader to protect herself and her
partners emotionally ("Foot fanciers can put desires to bed," "Juggling Act,").

Is that really all there is to sex?

It appears many college newspaper sex columns are limited to this way of
seeing and writing about sex. But there is a different framework for both thinking
about sex and writing about it in sex columns for college newspapers. This
involves looking at the meanings of humanity and sexuality in ways that are
fundamentally different from the meanings defined in the sexual liberation
framework. In this new framework, which I call the spiritual liberation
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framework, the human person and the sexual act will be treated not only as

physical realities, but as spiritual realities as well.

111. THE SPIRITUAL LIBERATION FRAMEWORK

The spiritual liberation framework has deep, theological underpinnings. Its
history is long and its literature is vast. Humanity and sexuality as seen through
the teachings of monotheistic faiths such as Judaism, Roman Catholicism and
Islam have existed for thousands of years, while sexual liberation framework
values seem to have emerged only in the past century. These facts suggest that
the historical, albeit theological, views of humanity and sexuality could be given
more credence in college newspaper sex columns and in other modern writings
concerning sex.
Given its theological underpinnings, the spiritual liberation framework will
be built primarily on the Roman Catholic faith and will draw from other
monotheistic faiths such as Islam and Judaism. Aside from considering the long
history of these faiths, why build the spiritual liberation framework on religious
values? Because some larger, guiding principles can be used to show how
columnists could write about sex in ways that treat the humans involved and the
physical act more comprehensively.

Natural law

Although the spiritual liberation framework draws from Roman Catholic
teaching , Roman Catholic teaching in turn draws from natural law. Natural law is
the idea that all things have a certain nature and must be used in accord with
their nature if they are to prosper and fulfill their purpose (Smith). The nature and
purpose of a car, for example, is transportation . In order for the car to fulfill its
purpose, its owner must put the right things into it, such as gasoline. If th e owner
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put molasses into the car instead of gasoline, this would not be in accord with the
car's nature and the car could not do what it was made to do (Smith).
Similarly, sex has a certain nature. Its primary nature is procreation and
the physical and spiritual bonding of two people (Smith). While sex is
pleasurable, pleasure is not its primary nature, but can be seen instead as a
motivation for sex and as a consequence of sex. According to this definition,
pleasure is not the purpose of sex (Smith).
Like sex, there are other essential human activities are pleasurable, such
as eating, drinking and sleeping. But pleasure is not the primary nature of any of
these things, though pleasure is associated with them (Smith). The primary
nature of eating, drinking and sleeping is nutrition and restoration, which are
ultimately tied to preserving life. It is not the pleasure associated with these
activities that keeps one alive, but the nature of the activities themselves. It
seems that sex columnists exclude from their columns the primary nature of sex
-procreation and bonding -and focus instead on the pleasure of sex.
Natural law can also be seen as the set of overriding moral principles that
seem to be ingrained in human character. In other words, natural law can be
considered the basis of morality. Natural law can also be considered a certain
sense that humans possess which tells them the moral nature of their actions.

Morals and sex

The sexual liberation framework, almost by definition , tends to lack a
moral framework or any type of guidelines for sex. Treating oneself and others as
objects used for pleasure and desire is presented as acceptable. In other words,
sex can be considered apart from one's and others' emotions, minds and souls.
Sex columnists tend to think of any types of parameters for sex as negative
judgments, and it seems that they don't want to be seen as making negative

..
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judgments about people's sex lives.
Sex columnist Eitches of the UC Berkeley Daily Californian did not see
sex as being bound by any guidelines. "What else do we do that is not subject to
rules?" she said. "It's your own thing . I think it is a unique dimension of
personality and a unique dimension of life" ( Eitches, S. Telephone interview. 11
March 2005). When Eitches was asked about the values with which she writes
her column, she said, "I feel like I will always err on the side of too permissive just
because I would never want to make a negative judgment on someone. I don't
think casual sex is for everyone, but I would never write in my column that casual
sex is bad" (Eitches, S. Telephone interview. 11 March 2005).
But in not discussing any parameters for sex and in trying to avoid judging,
columnists inadvertently judge and alienate the readers who think there are
parameters. In separating soul from body when they write about sex, the
columnists seem to limit the meanings of humanity and sexuality to animal and
animal copulation. In separating morality from sex, columnists seem to diminish
the value of the persons involved by concentrating on physical pleasure.
The separation of morality from sex is also a central characteristic of the
sexual liberation framework. Morality, in a general sense, will be defined in this
thesis as the principles guiding the ways people relate to one another. Morality
defines which human actions are considered good or bad . Moral absolutes, or
judgments about the goodness or badness of actions, apply to all people and do
not change if one does not agree with the moral. In the spiritual liberation
framework , sex and morality are seen as inextricably connected, and a system of
moral absolutes is in place to guide sexual behavior.
On the other hand , the sexual liberation framework is characterized by
moral relativism . Moral relativism is the belief that the truth of moral judgments
is relative to different groups of people (Gowans). In other words, moral relativists
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believe there is no such thing as a moral absolute that holds for all people. They
embrace the idea that personal interpretations of morals determine the goodness
and badness of actions.
Suppose a law exists that makes killing another person illegal. In a system
of moral relativism, Person A might say, "This law is right for me," and abide by
the law. Person B might say, "This law is not right for me. I don't think killing
another person is wrong. Therefore it must be right to kill another person
because I don't think it is wrong." Person B's opinion of the law does not
invalidate the law. It still remains wrong to kill another person, even if Person B
doesn't think so.
Sex columnist Fulbright of NYU's Washington Square News takes a
relativist approach to what sex means. "I really feel like the definition of sex is
individual," she said . "For myself, I feel like it's a form of expression, but it could
be expressing a lot of different things. Some people think it should be just for
expressing love, but that's part of it. It could be a way of exerting control,
dumbing down or killing some pain, expressing happiness about something,
whether you're having a one-night stand or you're with (the same person) after
50 years" (Fulbright, Y.K. Telephone interview. 28 Feb. 2005).
Sex columnist Eitches of the UC Berkeley Daily Californian also held
relativist views when asked to define the purpose of human life and the purpose
of sex. "I think (sex is) something that's very subjective. It means different things
to different people," she said. "I think that's why some people can have healthy
casual sex and others can't. Eating is a natural human drive and eating has
crazily different significances to different people. Some people enjoy eating as a
social thing . Some people just eat when they have to; it doesn't mean anything
besides, 'I need to refuel myself.' Sex to some people is not connected to
anything else inside of them. Sex to other people involves every single part of
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them" (Eitches, S. Telephone interview. 11 March 2005).
Moral relativism is also linked to the idea that one should tolerate those
with whom one morally disagrees (Gowans). Tolerance in the sexual liberation
framework means considering all opinions equally valid. But as the example
about the law regulating killing illustrates, all opinions are not equally valid. If
humans were governed by and formed laws based on their opinions, there would
be as many laws regulating killing as there are people. There would be no
overriding moral principles by wh ich humans could be guided. There would be no
standard of right and wrong because it would be relative to people's opinions.
There are obvious complications and contradictions in subscribing to
moral relativism. Applying moral relativism to sex, suppose a woman wants to
sleep with her boyfriend. She thinks it would be the right thing to do at that point
in their relationsh ip. Her boyfriend, however, does not want to have sex because
he thinks it would be wrong to have sex before marriage. Whose opinion should
prevail? According to moral relativism , both the woman and the man's stands are
considered "right." But they are also contradictory. If there were no moral
principle to which the couple could appeal, then how would they come to the
conclusion of what was really right?
Unlike the sexual liberation framework, the spiritual liberation framework is
characterized by a structure of moral principles that serve to guide people's
sexual relationships. The principles may seem restrictive and oppressive to some
people, but they signify that people are complex beings, not just objects driven by
the desire for physical pleasure. They are meant to recognize and honor people
as whole persons - bodies, minds, emotions, beliefs and souls.

The meaning of humanity in the spiritual liberation framework
Determining the meaning of human life in the spiritual liberation framework
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involves asking the following questions: What, and who, are we? Why were we
made? And in light of the answers to the first two questions, what are we to do
with our lives?

What, and who, are we?

In the spiritual liberation framework, humans are seen as both physical
and spiritual beings. By describing humans as spiritual, it is meant that they
have an essence that is not limited to the corporeal, or the material, body.
Humans are considered complex beings that have and are affected by intangible
qualities such as their minds, emotions, personalities, morals, consciences and
beliefs. This incorporeal essence will be referred to as the soul in this thesis.
Humans might come to recognize their souls by thinking about things like birth,
death, the lapse of consciousness while they sleep, imagination and memory. All
these things seem to suggest the existence of something more than the visible
human body (New Advent Catholic Encyclopedia).
The spiritual liberation framework recognizes humans not only as
possessing non-physical faculties, but also as having needs associated with
them. Just as humans have bodily needs for food and water, so they also have
needs for immaterial things such as love and relationships with others (Bernstein
et al. 383-384). Although a human's most basic needs are physiological, such as
food, water and sleep, most of a human's needs are immaterial according to
psychologist Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Bernstein et al. 383-384 ).
Among these needs are love and a sense of concern for other people (Bernstein
et al. 383-384).
The spiritual liberation framework recognizes people as beings with bodies
and souls. This framework also acknowledges humans as having been created
by a higher being. The Roman Catholic, Jewish and Islamic faiths consider
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humans as being created by a loving, omnipotent, spiritual God (Adamec 203;
Roth and Wigoder 1793; Genesis 1:27). In other words, the spiritual liberation
framework sees humans as the result of sexual intercourse between their
parents- a physical cause - and also as the result of divine design -a spiritual
cause. This follows because humans are seen as being both physical and
spiritual.
Finally, holding that humans are beings created by someone other than
themselves can be seen as imparting a sense of responsibility in how they live
their lives. The sexual liberation framework tends to avoid discussions of how
one's actions affect others. The spiritual liberation framework, on the other hand,
recognizes that humans' actions affect themselves and others, especially in
sexual relationships.

Why were we made?

The spiritual liberation framework sees people as being created for the
purpose of love -loving others and receiving love from others. As was previously
mentioned, love and concern for others are among humans' most important nonphysical needs, according to psychologist Abraham Maslow (Bernstein et al. 383384 ). The Roman Catholic, Jewish and Islamic faiths see people as created by
God for these very reasons (Adamec 203; Roth and Wigoder 1793; Catechism of
the Catholic Church para. 1604). Roman Catholic teaching holds that humans
are created out of God's love and are meant to share in that love by loving others
(Catechism of the Catholic Church para. 1604).
The spiritual liberation framework also sees humans as created for their
present lives and also for a spiritual afterlife. Just as this fram ework holds th at
there is more to the human than the body, it also holds that there is more to
human life than physical existence on earth. All three abovementioned fa iths
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uphold beliefs in a spiritual afterlife, though those afterlives differ in description
(Wigoder 723-733; Adamec 203; Catechism of the Catholic Church para. 336).
The human purpose to love and the destiny for a spiritual afterlife are
linked. As people are meant to give and receive love on earth, so they are meant
to give to, and receive love from a loving God in their afterlife, according to
Catholic teaching (West 7; Catechism of the Catholic Church para. 221 ). Judaism
and Islam, as well as Catholicism, hold that making it to the spiritual afterlife is
contingent upon one's moral actions in the physical, present life.
Jewish tradition holds that communion with God in the afterlife "depends
primarily not on intellectual activity and the attainment of knowledge (the rational
faculty) but on moral actions and the love of God" (Wigoder, 732). The Jewish
Talmud says that righteous souls ascend to a heavenly Garden of Eden, while
evil souls are punished in Gehinnom, or hell (Wigoder, 723-733). In Islamic
tradition, the Koran teaches that people who have lived righteous lives will return
to God when their bodies die: "0 (thou) soul, in complete rest and satisfaction.
Come back thou to the Lord, well pleased (thyself), and well-pleasing unto Him
...Yea, enter thou My heaven" (Adamec, 203).

What are we to do with our lives?

It is not the intent of this thesis to impose Judea-Christian or Islamic
values on readers. Instead, by drawing from these relig ious traditions, the
spiritual liberation framework suggests that consequences exist for one's moral
actions. It suggests that these consequences may be physical and spiritual. It
also proposes that college newspaper sex columns that include these ideas
could address the topic of sex more comprehensively.
The spiritual liberation framework suggests that it is important for humans
to become aware of and meet their physical needs and spiritual needs, such as
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the needs to give and receive love. It also proposes that humans are responsible
for the decisions they make regarding moral issues, and that these decisions
affect humans physically and spiritually. Considering these consequences,
humans could evaluate their moral decisions in the light of a system of moral
absolutes or standards.

The meaning of sex in the spiritual liberation framework
It would be easy to cite the Ten Commandments from Judea-Christian
tradition, or the Islamic teachings about sex in order to define the spiritual
meaning of sex. But these teachings can be summarized by a single principle. In
fact, they can be summarized by a single word : Love. In a previous section, love
was defined as caring more for others than about oneself, as caring about others'
physical and spiritual well-being. Although this is a simplified definition that may
not illuminate what love can specifically entail, it suffices for the purpose of this
framework and this thesis.
In the spiritual liberation framework, sex is meant to express love. Sex and
love are not considered separate. It is a physical reality meant to express the
unseen, or spiritual, reality of love. But it does not express just any kind of love.
Because it involves the spiritual and physical giving of oneself to another, sex is
meant to express committed forever love, or in other words, married love. This
framework holds that sex expresses committed forever love, and also fulfills its
primary purpose of procreation and bonding, when it happens in a heterosexual
marriage relationship.
In Roman Catholic teaching, marriage is one of the highest symbols of
love and commitment and is considered a sacrament (Catechism of the Catholic
Church , para. 1660). The promise to love another until death is a mature form of
love - love in the sense of caring about another more than oneself. It is caring
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about another to the point of giving oneself to another completely- spiritually and
physically- until death . Catholicism refers to marriage as "a partnership of the
whole of life" (Catechism of the Catholic Church para. 1601 ). When marriage is
viewed in this way, sex can then be seen as an expression of love appropriate for
such a relationship.
Under normal circumstances, a woman would not passionately kiss a man
who was a stranger. An expression of feeling such as a passionate kiss with
someone whom she does not know or have a relationship with is not appropriate
for the relationship she has (or in this case, doesn't have) with the stranger.
· Similarly, when sex is seen as the expression of committed forever love, it seems
to be an inappropriate expression for couples in unmarried relationships.
The late Pope John Paul II wrote that the human body has the ability to
express a nonverbal language. Just as a simple gesture like crossing one's arms
in front of one's chest communicates discontent, so does the complex gesture of
sexual intercourse communicate a loving, lifelong commitment. Pope John Paul
II wrote that sexual intercourse between a married man and woman is the
nonverbal, bodily expression of their wedding vows (West 91-92). In an
introductory book about Pope John Paul ll's teachings on human sexuality,
author Christopher West drew on the Pope's writings, which described sexual
intercourse in this way:
"The priest or deacon asks (the bride and groom): 'Have you come here
freely and without reservation to give yourselves to each other in
marriage? Do you promise to be faithful until death? Do you promise to
receive children lovingly from God?' The bride and groom each say yes. In
turn, the spouses are meant to express that same 'yes' with their bodies
whenever they become one flesh. Indeed the very words, 'I take you to be
my wife-- my husband,' the Pope says, can be fulfilled only by means of
conjugal intercourse. With conjugal intercourse we pass to the reality
which corresponds to these words" (91-92).
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When one sees sex in this way -- as the nonverbal expression and
renewal of wedding vows -- then sex outside of marriage can be seen as a false
body language, or a lie. The physical expression does not match the intent of the
unseen or spiritual parts of the persons. The sexual act is null; it cannot proclaim
nonverbally what the persons did not proclaim verbally.
Pope John Paul II also wrote that sexual intercourse is meant to express
"agape," or divine love (West 90). Married love between a man and woman is an
image of Jesus Christ's love for his church, or his people. Christ is referred to as
the bridegroom and the church as his bride. When Christ died on the cross for his
church, he gave up his body and his entire being in love for his people, or the
church. Sexual intercourse, while not the same as Christ's sacrifice, nevertheless
involves giving up one's body for the other by giving one's body to the other
(West 90).
Building on Pope John Paulll's teachings that sex is an image of Christ's
love for his church, sex is also seen in Roman Catholic tradition as an image of
God's Trinitarian love (West 8). Catholicism upholds the belief in three persons -the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit-- in one God. The love of husband and
wife is an image of God the Father's unconditional and never-ending love for God
the Son, or Jesus Christ. This love between God the Father and God the Son is
so great that it creates the third person in the trinity, God the Spirit, or the Holy
Spirit (West 8). The procreative nature of sex mirrors God's Trinitarian love.
Sex is also seen as an image of righteous souls' ultimate unity with God in
heaven . Heaven is described in the book of Revelation as the wedding feast of
Jesus Christ, the bridegroom, and his people, the bride (Revelation 21 :2). Pope
John Paul ll's writings on human sexuality declare that ultimately, God will
"marry" his people. This "marriage" will be an unending exchange of love
between God and his people (West 8). This love will unite them in an
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unfathomable spiritual way that heterosexual intercourse in a married relationship
foreshadows. God will become\one with his people just as "a man leaves his
father and mother and clings to his wife, and they become one body" (Genesis
2:24).

How sex is defined in the spiritual liberation framework
Sex in the spiritual liberation framework will be defined more deeply as the
physical and spiritual communion of man and woman, as the physical experience
that symbolizes the mutual exchange of committed love. Unlike in the sexual
liberation framework, sex will not be considered divorced from love in this
framework.
The spiritual liberation framework does not condemn sex as intrinsically
bad or evil. In fact, it upholds sex as intrinsically good; so good that it must be
protected and must have guidelines so sex and the humans involved are not
abused; so good that it seeks to raise both the physical human body and the
physical experience of sex to the spiritual and the divine.

The purpose of sex in the spiritual liberation framework
As was described in the above section on natural law, sex has a primary
nature and purpose. That primary nature is procreation and the physical and
spiritual bonding of two people (Smith). On a spiritual level, the purpose of sex
can be defined as the expression of love, which was defined above as caring
more about another than oneself. For love to exist, more than one being must
exist. There must be someone to give love to, and there must be someone to
receive love from. Roman Catholic teaching on human sexuality builds on this by
saying that love, by its very nature, seeks to expand its own communion (West
8) . From this perspective, sex can be seen as resulting in new life not only
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because of the physical reality of sperm and egg combining , but also because of
the spiritual reality of love seeking to extend to someone other than the two
people engaging in sex- to the new life that their sexual encounter could create.
In the spiritual liberation framewnrk, the purpose of sex is seen as the physical
and spiritual expression of married love. It is also intended to strengthen that love
and to create new life. Contrary to the purpose of sex in the sexual liberation
framework, sex is not intended for one's own physical and emotional pleasure,
because one's partner is not seen as an object to be used for such pleasure .

The effects of sex in the spiritual liberation framework

Sex in the spiritual liberation framework expresses committed, married
love. It is the bodily, nonverbal expression of the verbal wedding vows husbands
and wives make. Sex renews and strengthens marriage bonds, and also
produces children. When seen through the lens of Pope John Paulll's theology
of the body, or teachings on human sexuality, sex also images and praises divine
love.

IV. A NEW MODEL FOR CONTROVERSY

The spiritual liberation framework describes in detail a new way that sex
columns could be written for college newspapers. Writing about sex in a new way
involves seeing both humanity and sexuality differently than how they are seen in
the sexual liberation framework. This new model is characterized by a moral
framework and by a comprehensive view of what it means to be human , as well
as what sex means. This view acknowledges humans and sex for what they are:
physica l and spiritual.
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A new model for sex columns

A sex column written according to spiritual liberation values could still
address many of the same topics that often appear in sexual liberation-type
columns, such as monogamy, commitment, the role of emotions in sex,
contraception and pre-marital sex. But it would address these and other sexrelated subjects according to a certain set of principles and values. These
principles and values can be seen as basic guidelines for writing a sex column
according to the spiritual liberation framework. These guidelines include the
following :
1. Humans are seen as both physical and spiritual beings who have both
bodies and souls. The soul can be considered the sum of a human's immaterial
qualities, such as their personalities, feelings, emotions, minds, thoughts and
beliefs.
2. Humans are recognized as having both physical and non-physical
needs. Among the most important non-physical needs are love and concern for
others.
3. Humans are seen as being responsible for their choices and actions.
Their choices and actions affect themselves and others. Building on this
principle, humans may be seen as being created by a God to whom they are
responsible.
4. The purpose of human life is to give and receive love. Their purpose
may also be seen as applying in both the present, earthly life, and in a spiritual
afterlife.
5. Sex is both a physical and spiritual reality that is meant to be
experienced as a whol e. It is meant to express, strengthen and symbolize
married , committed love, as well as to produce children.
6. Sex ought to be inextricable from married, committed love so the
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physical act nonverbally expresses, reaffirms and strengthens the spoken
marriage vows.
7. Using humans as objects of physical pleasure and sex solely for
physical pleasure is wrong. Seeing and treating both humanity and sexuality only
as physical realities is wrong because diminishes the value of both and denies
the non-physical essences of both.
-...._

How would a sex column based on spiritual liberation values look?
In February 2005, the thesis author wrote an editorial for The Crew's Nest,
the USF St. Petersburg student newspaper for which she served as editor from
August 2004 until May 2005 . The piece gave her opinion on the fact that
condoms and informational pamphlets on contraceptives were being made
available in campus bathrooms and in the school's fitness center. The column
was entitled "Condoms protect the outside, neglect the inside" and was published
as follows:
On the outside, it seems USF St. Petersburg supports safe sex by making
free condoms and "How to Use a Condom" pamphlets available in the
campus fitness center and in bathrooms.
But what's on the inside is what matters.
Condoms may reduce the risk of transmitting or receiving diseases and of
becoming pregnant. They may decrease worries associated with having
sex and therefore increase the pleasure of the experience. If sex is mostly
a physical activity with physical consequences, then indeed, condoms can
protect people from these outcomes.
But sex is much more than a physical experience. It was designed to be
an expression of selfless love, and real love involves more than just the
body. It involves the mind , the heart and the soul. The physical act of sex
- like the physical act of hugging a friend or kissing a family member- is
meant to express something inside that cannot be touched or seen. Sex is
a language that says, "I am yours forever."
Saying this with body, mind, heart and soul involves risks and potential
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dangers that no piece of latex can guard against. Can condoms protect
people from the inner turmoil they may experience when their bodies say,
"I am yours forever," but their hearts, minds and souls don't?
By distributing condoms and information on contraception , USF St.
Petersburg probably hopes to encourage students to be responsible and
informed about sex. But making condoms and pamphlets the only
"protection" available limits' students views of sex and of themselves to a
physical one.
The word "university," from the Latin " universitas," means "the whole." And
the whole is that sex is not merely a physical act. The whole is that
humans are not merely physical beings. The whole is that while condoms
may keep people safe on the outside, they do nothing to protect what's on
the inside - their hearts, minds and souls.
As we learned in grade school, "What's on the inside is what matters." We
shouldn't be un-learning this in college (Martinez 3).
V. CONCLUSION

It appears that sex columnists' fear of judging readers keeps them from
addressing the meat of their readers' concerns. When Oregon State Daily
Barometer sex columnist Greaves responded to a 39-year-old female reader who
had had sex but had experienced discomfort because she wasn't married at the
time, Greaves simply told the reader to get over it, instead of encouraging the
woman to listen to what her heart and mind, or non-physical nature, was telling
her. "As a 39-year old woman, I think it is time you stopped being influenced by
other people's standards," Greaves wrote . "If you think sex before marriage is
okay then there shouldn't be any guilt. If you think sex before marriage is not
okay and you don't want to feel guilty anymore, then stop having sex until you are
married" ("To be or not to be: premarital promiscuity").
This could be seen as another example of moral relativism. Greaves
seemed to say that individual feelings about a moral action determine whether
that action is good or bad -that if the reader herself didn't think premarital sex
was wrong , that she should be able to turn off her feelings of discomfort about
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premarital sex and be at peace. A spiritual liberation approach to this reader
could encourage the reader to find out why she was feeling uncomfortable. The
reader said she was brought up in the belief system that taught that premarital
sex was wrong ("To be or not to be: premarital promiscuity"). A spiritual liberation
columnist could ask the reader whether this "belief system" was a religious
tradition. If it was, the reader could be encouraged to turn back to that religious
community or to appropriate religious writings about premarital sex to find out
why that religion taught that premarital sex was wrong. It could also encourage
the reader to think about whether the pre-marital sex she had had truly
expressed love for the other person. In other words, a sex column inspired by
spiritual liberation values could encourage the reader to use her mind, not just
her emotions, to guide her actions.
Writing about and seeing sex through spiritual liberation values involves
self-examination and honesty. It involves listening to one's soul as well as one's
body. It involves examining one's conscience, listening to and respecting how
one's soul feel about sex, as well as how one's body feels about it. It involves
asking oneself whether sex in a certain relationship is best for the other person
and for oneself- whether sex in that relationship expresses love for the other
person and oneself as whole persons - physical and non-physical.
These are truly provocative topics that college newspaper sex columnists
would likely not write about. In focusing exclusively on humans as physical
beings and on sex as a physical experience, sex columnists in effect dehumanize
people. They attempt to peel apart in writing the human body from the soul and
the physical reality of sex from the spiritual reality. But why try to separate what
cannot be separated? Why deny who and what humans are? Why limit sex to
what can be physically seen, smelled, heard, tasted and touched, when the
physical could be enhanced by the spiritual? It seems sex columnists are
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reluctant to step outside their own values framework when they write their
columns. But in trying to protect the frame, they end up losing sight of the whole
picture of humanity and sexuality.

VII. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

The following is a list of terms used throughout this thesis to describe the human
person, sex and other related concepts and ideas.

Love - Caring about others more than oneself. Recognizing oneself, one's

partner and all humans as being more than physical beings to be used for one's
own pleasure and gratification. Desiring one's partner in ways that are not merely
physical. Seeing one's partner not as an object to be used, but as a person to be
loved.
Morality- The principles guiding the ways people relate to one another. Morality

defines which human actions are considered good or bad.
Mora·l absolutes- Judgments about the goodness or badness of actions; apply

·to all people and do not change if one does not agree with the moral. A
characteristic of the spiritual liberation framework.
Moral relativism- A characteristic of the sexual liberation framework; the belief

that the truth of moral judgments is relative to different groups of people. Moral
relativists believe there is no such thing as a moral absolute that holds for all
people, and embrace the idea that personal interpretations of morals determine
the goodness and badness of actions.
Natural law- The idea that all things have a certain nature and must be used in

accord with their nature if they are to prosper and fulfill their purpose. The nature
and purpose of a car, for example, is transportation. In order for the car to fulfill
its purpose, its owner must put the right things into it, such as gasoline. If the
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owner put molasses into the car instead of gasoline, this would not be in accord
with the car's nature and the car could not do what it was made to do.

Physical (when referring to humans)- When humans are described as physical,
it is meant that they have material bodies with material needs. In the sexual liberation
framework, humans tend to be seen as exclusively physical beings.

Physical (when referring to sex)- When sex is described as a physical
experience, it is meant that it is an experience focused on the senses and on
bodily desires and pleasures.

Sexual liberation framework- A set of values and assumptions that characterize
many college newspaper sex columns. It holds that humans are exclusively physical
objects who are motivated primarily by the desire for physical pleasure. It also holds
that sex is an exclusively physical experience whose purpose is physical pleasure
and satisfaction for the self. An assumption in this framework is that sex is acceptable
in any type of relationship. Another assumption is that it is acceptable to separate
sex from love. A third assumption is that sex affects humans only in physical ways.
The sexual liberation framework is also characterized by moral relativism and a lack of
moral guidelines for sex. See spiritual liberation framework, morality, moral

relativism.
Soul- The sum of a human's non-physical essences, including, but not limited to,
their minds, emotions, feelings, personalities, consciences, and beliefs. See

spiritual.
Spiritual liberation framework- An alternative set of values that could be used
to write sex columns in college newspapers. It holds that humans are both
physical and non-physical , as having both bodies and souls. It also holds that the
human soul is created by a higher being. This framework sees humans as
created to love others and receive love from others. Humans were created for
both the present, earthly life, and for a spiritual afterlife. The spiritual liberation

.L
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framework links sex with morality, holding that humans are responsible for the
decisions they make regarding moral issues and actions such as sex. Sex in this
framework is considered an expression of love in a heterosexual marriage
relationship. It is the physical and spiritual communion of man and woman, which
has both physical and spiritual effects. The effects include renewing marriage
vows, strengthening the marriage bond and producing children. Taken to another
level, sex in a heterosexual marriage relationship mirrors the love of Jesus Christ
for his people, as well as the love among the three persons in the Christian,
Trinitarian God.

Spiritual (when referring to humans)· Recognizing that humans have an
essence that is not limited to the corporeal, or the material, body; considering
them complex beings that have, and are affected by, intangible qualities such as
their minds, emotions, personalities, morals, consciences and beliefs. See soul.

Spiritual (when referring to sex)- Viewing sex as an experience that involves
and affects both the physical and the non-physical essences of humans;
incorporates the physical and enhances it by recognizing the meaning beyond
what can be experienced through the senses.

Tolerance- A characteristic of the sexual liberation framework that means
considering all opinions, especially regarding moral matters, equally valid; the
idea that one should tolerate those with whom one morally disagrees; linked with
moral relativism. See moral relativism.

VIII.
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